iPro Kids Set
Include:
iPro Kids
Newborn seat pad
Two-part seatpad
iPro Base

Highlights:
iPro car seat + iPro Base that can be used for iPro Baby, too
i-Size rear-facing car seat for a body size of 40 - 105 cm
Modular side-impact protection system for maximum safety
Usable as foward-facing seat from a body size of 76 cm
Colored indicators for correct installation
Large inner dimensions - long usage
Headrest adjustable in 6 heights (incl. belt system)
4x adjustment of inclination angle forward-facing
High quality and breathable stretch cover
Productimages:
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This set consists of the iPro Kids car seat and the iPro Base. The extremely flexible iPro
Kids car seat has been approved according to the newest i-Size regulation R 129. It is a
fully-fledged rear-facing car seat for children with a body size of 40 - 105 cm. From a
body size of 76 cm, iPro Kids can also be used as a forward-facing car seat. Thanks to its
large size, the iPro Kids car seat can used for a very long time. In addition, it is part of the
iPro Series that also includes the iPro Baby infant car seat.
The iPro Kids car seat disposes of a 5-point harness, as well as a new type of
energy-absorbing materials that efficiently absorb frontal and side impacts. These are
part of the seat's modular side-impact protection and protect your child in the head, neck,
chest, and belly area. And thanks to the steel-reinforced inner part, iPro Kids is
particularly safe.
In vehicles, iPro Kids can be fixed only with the separately available iPro Base. The iPro
Base is to be locked with a stand and is easy to attach to the vehicle's Isofix connectors.
This same base can also be used for the iPro Baby infant car seat. Both iPro Baby and
iPro Kids are put on the base with the Easy Slide Function, where special guides ensure
a correct installation. Coloured indicators also indicate whether the seat has been
correctly installed and locked. In order to unlock the seats from the base, you need to
push the button that can be found in the middle.
The little passenger's well-being is also guaranteed thanks to high-quality and breathable
fabrics. The seat's inclination angle can be adjusted in 4 positions, from seat to lying
position, in the direction of travel. The headrest has also 6 height adjustments. The
harness can be adjusted the same in height. In addition, iPro Kids is delivered together
with a removable newborn insert and another two-part insert.
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Colorvariants
614242 Caviar

614259 Denim

614266 Lunar

Equipment characteristics
Car seat with 5-point harness
Extended Side Protection System ESP
Fast adapt Isofix
Isofix
Memory foam
Breathable fabrics
Easy to clean
i-Size 40 - 105 cm rearward facing
i-Size 76 - 105 cm forward facing
i-Size
Features
Height-adjustable harness system
Adjustable back rest

6 x

Adjustable seat position

4 x

Removable seat wedge
Removable seat pad and pelvic support
Removable cover
Measurements and weights
Weight infant carrier
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Measurements and weights
Measurements car seat

52 x 50 x 44 cm

Weight/base

8,5 kg

Dimensions Isofix Base

34 x 63 x 32 cm

Measurements car seat with base

52 x 72 x 44 cm

Product Videos
iPro-Kids_ID3054.mp4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HvKhRhgHp90
iPro-Kids_ID3054_image_V01.mp4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Njc_4I-D-xs
iPro-Series.mp4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yh_zogOwNhc
https://www.youtube.com/hauckfunforkids
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